
 

 

 
Columbia City Council Meeting Recap 

(Budget Hearing - Part 2) 
Council Chamber, Columbia City Hall 

7:00 PM  
September 8, 2020 

________________________________________________ 
 

(SPECIAL NOTICE ATTACHED TO THE SEPTEMBER 8, 2020 AGENDA AS PRINTED) 
(The City Council understands some citizens may not be able to attend the council meeting to provide in-person 
verbal public comments due to COVID-19. As a result, written comments may be submitted to cityclerk@como.gov. 
Written comments received by 4:00 p.m. on Monday, September 8 will be provided to the City Council and filed with 
the respective agenda item in the City Clerk's Office. It would be helpful if the written public comment included the 
agenda item to which the comment applies along with the name and address of the person submitting the comment.) 

 
INTRODUCTORY ITEMS 

Pledge of Allegiance  (Recited as indicated.) 
Roll Call  (Present: Treece, Fowler, Pitzer, Skala, Peters, Thomas, Trapp)  

(Absent: None.) 
 
Approval of Minutes (Minutes from August 3 approved as submitted.) 
 
Adjustment of Agenda (No adjustments. Agenda approved.) 
 

SPECIAL ITEMS 

SI12-20 COVID-19 Update. 
(Action: Director Browning presented an update on COVID-19 status in Columbia. She presented data 
showing statistics back to March that depicted how the number of coronavirus cases have grown in this 
community with a division by age group. The percentage change in case rate for younger people has 
increased dramatically, particularly with the return of students to school, but we are concerned about 
all age brackets in terms of overall health. We will be posting more information online about cases 
sorted by age. She indicated that if a student tests positive here, but goes to quarantine in another city, 
they drop off of our statistical report. 
 
Survey data indicate that people are not wearing masks at an optimum level; are not washing hands and 
are not following social distancing guidelines in many instances. She indicated that test DO require a 
doctor’s order. The Mayor asked how we could do better than that. The Director said it would take more 
funding. She noted that there would be free testing this Friday at Berrywood Drive, but you do need to 
pre-register. Other testing opportunities are also being established and no doctor’s order is required for 
those tests. You can sign up for those opportunities on our website. 



 

This week we added more contact tracers to our team. Our goal is to turn around cases in 24 to 48 
hours, but right now we are sitting on a 5 to 7 day clearance time. With the additional staff, we may be 
able to reduce that gap. Peters asked if there were other ways to decrease cases. Browning said the 
distancing, masking and cleanliness need to be improved, but we really need more cooperation. The city 
and police are targeting some neighborhoods for parties, and that helps. Part of the problem is that 
people are not always isolating when sick by themselves and are actually spreading contact to other 
healthy individuals. 
 
From a practical point of view, things like people not answering their phones or not setting up voice mail 
slows the process. 15 of our ICU beds are currently being used by Boone County residents. The rest are 
from outside the county. 
 
Pitzer asked about the hospitalization rate among Boone County residents. Browning said the rate is 
steady, but we are seeing more people so we see more cases. He asked if there is a change in the 
seriousness of cases? Browning said it varies and that there have been some that have been hospitalized 
for two months. We have not quantified our overall testing rate for the last week. We are waiting on 
numbers. Fowler was surprised that there was no isolation space provided for students off campus. She 
asked how many people could be housed for quarantine on campus. Browning said 120 and that is 
running near capacity. The Director has no tools to compel the University to respond in specific ways 
other than by following the general health orders. Fowler asked who can help a regular person get a 
doctor’s order to get tested and how to make the process easier. Browning admitted that the order is a 
barrier, but there is a physician who will give anyone an order. They also provide help for uninsured 
people. What about high deductible health plans. That’s an out of pocket cost. Our understanding is that 
there is no cost for testing under existing insurance plans, regardless of the general deductible or copay 
rules. It is supposed to be a free test under the insurance. We are all trying to reduce the barriers. 
 
Peters asked what our plans are moving forward. Are we looking at harsher rules for restaurants? Are 
we saying no fans at football games? Are we doing anything other than wringing our hands? Browning 
said we think we are doing the right thing, but we are seeing people out later at night at parties and so 
forth. Browning said our own behavior is our best hope. She believes right now we need to stay the 
course, not change the order for a few more weeks at least and see how the number for Labor Day and 
school circumstances manifest themselves in the next few weeks. Could we step backward? This is not 
unique. It’s happening all over the state. It would be hard to go backwards right now. Pitzer pointed out 
that the top ten worst cities were all university cities. Browning said in some of those cities they have 
shut down all bars; have had stronger enforcement on masks and distancing; have required frequent 
student testing; and some schools in the SEC are going to ban tailgating at football games this year. 
 
Skala said he heard Duke was having good luck by insisting on frequent testing. We have also heard 
about mass testing. Browning said she did not think that would work right now, and that it takes more 
than the health department to make this policy. The Mayor said we reduced the hours for bars being 
open. Do we have any evidence to suggest that this is helping? Browning said that yes there are a lot of 
people who are being traced back to the bars, but the data is blurry because of the backlog on contact 
tracing. We are seeing workers and patrons passing the contact. We are seeing increases in all age 
groups. Are 70 year-olds going to the bars at midnight? No, a lot of that comes from congregate living. 
 
Are you taking aggressive action on violating bars? Can we be more surgical about enforcement on this 
while still providing due process and not clamping down so hard on everyone? Legal said we could do 
that, but it needs to be on facts. If someone simply does something wrong that’s one thing, but we need 



 

to show some harm or be able to demonstrate that it is flagrant. It should probably be preceded by a 
warning.  Fowler said she met with the Downtown CID. They think that more of the responsibility is with 
the students, that it is not the establishment owners who are trying to flout the law. Fowler asked if 
Browning would work with the bar owners downtown to craft a policy to work this out? Yes, Matt 
McCormick is setting this up. 
 
Fowler said she understands that the county has now opened its application portal and are we going to 
apply for some of that funding to pay for some of this stuff. Are we going to talk about this tonight? The 
city manager said he hadn’t planned on it, but that we can when the budget hearing is opened. Thomas 
said he is happy that our health department is making orders and decisions based on data. Browning 
said she agrees with many of the national guidelines but feels like if no one else in the state is going to 
implement all these good rules, it may limit our effectiveness. Thomas said someone always needs to go 
first. Thomas thinks we are not doing enough and are not even meeting the White House guidelines. 
Shouldn’t we at least meet the White House rules? The Mayor said he will stick with what he said in 
February and that is make data driven decisions. Look, students are both our guests and they are also 
our workers and consumers. What is our goal? To reduce the rapid rise in the number of COVID cases. 
We need better contact tracing. We need to work with the University on their plans. We need to reduce 
barriers like doctors’ orders for testing. We need better enforcement. Thomas said he thinks we need 
tough standards on bars, restaurants and gyms and that keeping the bars open will shut down our 
schools. This might not have happened if we had been tougher on bars earlier. 
 
Skala said we established our emergency rules early and we had good success. We had a good 
community conversation then. We haven’t done that recently. We have been reactive rather than 
proactive and we need to break back out of the silos. We are left with a scramble. Trapp said he thinks 
the Mayor should have those conversations and see if we can raise a higher level of cooperation. We 
can’t all be armchair quarterbacks and make this work. I am willing to vote to ratify this decision and 
give the Director the political support she needs to move forward. Remember, we are in Missouri and 
the general policies in this state do not necessarily support what we would like to do here. 
 
The vote was taken on the next item. 
 
R109-20 Ratifying Order 2020-10 issued by the Health Director and authorizing the Health Director to 
extend the effective date of Order 2020-10 for a period of time greater than twenty-one (21) days. 
(Action: This resolution would ratify Order 2020-10 issued by the Health Director and authorize 
extension of such order beyond twenty-one (21) days as determined necessary or advisable by the 
Health Director to limit the spread of COVID-19.  
 
Section 11-98 of the City Code requires any order of the Health Director which is in effect for more than 
twenty-one (21) days to be ratified by the City Council. The Council is requested to consider and ratify 
Order 2020-10, which went into effect on August 28, 2020 and currently expires September 17, 2020. 
Ratification of the order at this time is advisable so that the order may be extended past the twenty-one 
(21) day period without further amendments if deemed necessary by the Health Director. The regular 
City Council meeting dates in the month of September occur on September 8th and September 21st. 
With the maximum effective date of the current order set to expire on September 17th, it is impossible 
to wait until the second meeting in September to present the order to Council for ratification. The other 
option would be for Council to schedule a special meeting in the event the Director finds it necessary to 
extend the current order past twenty-one (21) days. 
 



 

A motion to approve was made and was approved unanimously.) 

 
APPOINTMENTS TO BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS 

(None.) 
 

SCHEDULED PUBLIC COMMENT 
SPC50-20 Adrienne Mann - Racism in Columbia. 
(Action: The speaker indicated that we have spent a lot of time talking about racism that does exist in 
this city. There is an intersection between poverty, race and health. They support data driven decisions, 
and the data say that there is racism. Racial oppression does exist in this town. She gave an example of a 
bird trying to fly through a network of wires. Her goal is to remove these wires. Our criminal justice 
system impacts a lot of other factors including unemployment, health, increased involvement with the 
judicial system and plain bigotry. Pay rates are affected by racism. Our own workforce is only 22% 
minority. But the lowest paid jobs are made up of 52% minority. More minority people live below the 
poverty line than white people. Educational attainment levels show the same kind of bias. Either black 
people are inferior or a network of barriers has been constructed over time. We need to eliminate the 
barriers that exist to make this right. 
 
SPC51-20 Kimber Summers - Shifting the responsibility of drug use and addiction from the criminal to 
the social justice system. 
(Action: The speaker did not appear as scheduled.) 
 
SPC52-20 Roy Lovelady - Community policing. 
(Action: The system is broken, but it is working as it was designed. It was just designed wrong. Punishing 
a person because of his black face is a disgrace. What does it mean to be black in America? I could be 
shot in my car; killed in the street with my hands up; or shot if I don’t comply. My skin should not be a 
barrier, but people see me as a problem. I can’t breathe. I am fighting back. Let’s change the choke hold 
policy. Let’s improve police policies. We need to eliminate the school to prison pipeline. We need a real 
understanding of police stops. We are not immune from the problems even in this open community. We 
have a policing issue. We need to rebuild the system, not just fix it. This is a necessity. When a thorn 
pieces a toe, the whole body feels it. We need systematic changes, not just empty gestures. Which 
political party represents us? We the people teach that united we stand. Divide we fall. We demand true 
equal rights. 
 
SPC53-20 Brent Haden - Police reform. 
(Action: He identified a specific issue that is going on. He is an attorney and represents a man who was 
stopped at a local bar. His client was sober. Someone said this lawyer’s client was following him. The 
bouncer tried to apprehend the client, police jumped in, cops put the man on the ground, tased him and 
rendered him defenseless. He was then charged with trespass and assault because he punched back at 
the officers who came at him. The charges against the client were dismissed, but then lawsuits ensued 
and the whole thing has turned into a mess. Now there is a malicious prosecution case being booted 
around; there was no crime because all charges were dismissed; but look at all the problems that have 
emerged here. We need a change here. Right now, the city advocates that if there are a whole bunch of 
allegations against a person, and one of the allegations survives, then the city and police should be 
immune from being charged with malicious prosecution. The attorney thinks this is wrong and would 
like the city to consider its position in this particular instance. 
 

PUBLIC HEARINGS 



 

PH30-20 FY 2021 Annual Budget for the City of Columbia. 
(Continued from the August 17, 2020 Council Meeting.) 
[See B210-20/Mayor Memo] Recommended Action: 
(Action: The hearing we would like to focus on the primary changes proposed this week. First up, 
curbside trash and recycling collection. Staff has reevaluated its approach toward collection and staff 
retention to make the system reliable. One idea is paying more to workers who actually do curbside 
collection and providing an add-pay option for people who actually put trash on trucks. If we can add $5 
per hour it will cost about $350,000 per year which would be about 85 cents a month which would take 
the overall average cost to $17.32 per month. 
 
We also advocate that everything has to be in a bag. You can’t just throw stuff out anytime you want. 
We would increase the number of bags to 2 per week instead of one per week. We would delay 
implementation of this until February of 2021 so people understand. You could buy extra bags for $2 
apiece. This would raise additional funds and according to data from other cities would actually reduce 
the waste stream. In terms of yard waste, we will encourage people to take that stuff directly to Capen 
Park or another site rather than have to pay to put it in a bag. We also want to change the pickup fees 
for special items, heavy items, etc. We would like to charge $72.50 for a container, make a minimum 
charge of 5 minutes and impose a charge based on tonnage. This would also not be imposed until 
February 2021. We also want to hire one additional enforcement officer to help make sure we don’t 
encourage illegal dumping. 
 
Peters asked if she puts out an illegal item, would she be charged $72 for a container, a tonnage fee and 
a per minute fee? Staff said that was correct if they had a big pile of trash in the front yard like on move 
out day. Staff said they talked to the Laborer Union and they are in general agreement with this 
approach. They have also agreed to help advertise for open positions. Staff thinks this will be safer and 
will improve our staff retention rates. Skala said the $5 add-pay would help get rid of temp workers and 
staff concurred. Skala asked about imposing a 50 pound weight limit on any bag or item? Some people 
would like to have one bag rather than 3 smaller bags. Also, people use bags differently. Some people 
overfill, some pack them lightly. What about animals getting into the bags? Did we talk about what time 
you can put bags out? No. 
 
Peters asked about increasing the add-pay. She also asked about giving the people more bags but not 
increasing that fee. Staff said don’t increase the extra bag per week cost, but sell extra bags for $2 per 
bag to recoup costs on the more you throw away. The add-in pay would be paid to everyone on the 
truck. It would not be paid for sick time, vacation pay etc. Fowler said she is not sure about add-pay. She 
thinks a lot of this stuff is already in the ordinance. It seems like we lack the will for enforcement. Staff 
said that we do provide a lot of service that we are not obligated to provide. Special pick-ups are 
included in here and it does say we will provide that service on an ongoing basis at no extra charge 
except building materials and some other stuff. But, over time, we just started picking up everything. 
Fowler asked if we have a rate study or cost of service study to determine how much the rate needs to 
go up to cover the increase in add pay. Staff said it is a study of covering costs without making a lot of 
money. We have bid this study so we can get an accurate number.  Fowler wanted to talk about add-
pay. She does not think the proposal goes far enough. How will anyone ever get add-pay if we keep 
using temp workers? Why don’t we increase everyone’s pay by $5 and bring everyone into full time? 
Staff said everyone except drivers would be eligible for add-pay. Fowler said she still doesn’t understand 
why you have to be a qualified CDL driver. That seems like an impediment. Staff said we need two 
people on a truck, and they trade off. If we did it the other way, we would need three people. There are 
other options. Fowler said until we can move to automated trash, we need to figure out how to move 



 

people toward full time employment and away from temps. Fowler says now is the time to talk about 
this. The City Manager said that what she is advocating would cancel out the pay policy already adopted 
by the city and it would create an inequity across the pay system for the whole city. 
 
Trapp said he thinks pay as you throw is a good idea, but he wanted to know about not using the 
branded bags. Staff said the city bags are better quality and the extra cost helps limit quantity. This is a 
hybrid solution. Trapp thinks the branded bag creates a situation where people can’t use the bag. This is 
overly complicated and I would like to amend this with a bag limit in place. Thomas thinks this is a good 
idea. He asked if the $2 per bag charge includes landfill space and collection? Staff said it does include a 
tonnage fee, cost of bag and collection. Thomas thinks using branded bags is a good idea and it is easier 
to track. He also likes the strategy on pay, even though it is messy. Thomas asked about workers 
compensation among trash collectors. Staff did not have those numbers immediately available. Skala 
asked if it costs a lot to put a logo on the bag or can’t we just identify them by the color of the 
drawstring. Staff did not know. Pitzer asked if we have the capacity to process additional recycling from 
curbside? Staff said we are only getting a 16% return on blue bags. Pitzer wants to know how curbside 
would compare to drop off sites. If we do this, we will show our solid waste service gong negative in 
2022, so we are still going to have to look at rate adjustments or some other solution. We have to keep 
the trucks maintained and we can’t not do that, so keep that in mind. 
 
Now the council referred to the amendment sheet. 
(SEE ATTACHED AMENDMENT SHEET FOR DETAILED INFORMATION.) 
 
Council indicated they do not intend to vote on the specific amendments tonight, but will entertain 
suggestions for amendments to amendments if necessary. 
 
Skala now wanted to talk about the county CARES Funding since the portal is opened. The Finance 
Director has not yet developed specific proposals since it opened today. The Mayor asked about 
process. The City Manager said he wants some blanket authority, but that projects may have to be 
applied to the current year budget then adjustments made later. It has not yet been worked out. 
 
Fowler asked what we are asking the county for? The city manager said they will submit the total load 
expended to date and that will be the first request. We are also going to project contact tracing costs 
through the end of the year. Utility assistance has to be included in there. We are looking for housing 
assistance funds, utility assistance. This money must be spent by the end of the year, but we have to 
submit this before November 16. The county is taking the position that the funding should be spent 
looking backwards. If money has already been spent, that will get reimbursed first. New projects will get 
second priority. Fowler said as a logistical matter, we looked at costs of COVID leave and that sort of 
thing. Will we be breaking that out so we can defend those kinds of expenses? Each part of this is 
broken down and documented. They can approve some parts and not approve other components. There 
is a lot of documentation required. 
 
Are we thinking that the county would fully fund our testing capacity and other health? The Mayor said 
he is also interested in working out how this share is actually shared, since the brunt of this falls on the 
city. What about funding the saliva tests? What about stuff through the University that we could take 
advantage of. Will that be funded? We just don’t know what the calendar year will allow for. Pitzer said 
he thought the council should give the city manager broad authority to pursue this. 
 

http://www.citywatchcolumbia.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Amendment-Sheet-dated-9-3-20-WITH-NOTES.pdf


 

Fowler asked if we are eliminating the CARES summer program for kids? The city manager said we are 
eliminating a part of it. The base program is being reduced by 37 people. We will serve about 100 people 
now. Fowler said she thinks it is a good program and wondered if there was a way to restore that and 
add that to Mr. Whitt’s responsibilities. This would serve people of color particularly now. I am looking 
for a way to maintain that level. I am thinking that REDI would be a good home for that kind of program. 
The Mayor said he did not want to keep pushing back, but there are some constraints. He thought that 
parks and Rec is a good home for this because they already can do the administrative stuff, the 
background checks and maybe some of the employers could help fund some of these programs 
voluntarily. Parks and Rec said that there are still some other funds that are being used in this and this is 
the best we could do right now. We do get funding from VU, Boone Electric etc. 
 
How do we budget for city elections? In tight budget times do we still have the luxury of using existing 
election dates so we can free up the costs of using otherwise idle election dates. Staff said there is an 
annual election budget allocation of $118,000 but that is based on participation and number of elections 
and how much we dominate the ballot. Last year, we only need about $75,000. But it fluctuates, so you 
can’t say that there is a fund balance that could be appropriated. Fowler said she thought the 
automated trash collection issue will appear on the April 2021 ballot. She thinks we should stop the 
practice of picking and choosing when to put things on the ballot and try to find economies of scale. 
Skala said that scheduling elections is a political dance and that some cases that may be too restrictive 
for political reasons, even though it may make logical sense. Fowler said she still thought it was a waste 
of real money that could be used for other things. Skala advised that we still have to identify what we 
are going to give up if we are going to ask for more money for other things. Skala is worried about 
money for racial equity and fears that it may go away. He thinks it will go on for years. 
 
Fowler asked about going to a hybrid system for boards and commissions during COVID times so we can 
have an extra staff member who can help us cover those meetings for the public. The city manager said 
it would take a lot of money because we have 43 boards and commissions and they all have different 
needs. If we try to provide equity to all boards, it will be an enormous number. Fowler asked how we 
plan for that? The city manager said it would require a council policy. Skala said first we need a report so 
we have something to base our decision and discussion on.  
 
Fowler asked how we can put ourselves into a position where stuff happens after hours without making 
us call 911. Do we have to add staff? Is that someone who could respond to after hours stuff? The city 
manager said we have a non-emergency number. We can get messages to various divisions as required. 
The city manager will get that number for the council. 
 
The public comment period was now officially opened. 
 
The first speaker appeared on behalf of the solid waste workers. They run beside trucks and do the 
hardest work. They deserve a livable wage with insurance that has no more than a $250 deductible in 
the insurance plan. The solid waste workers suffer poverty wages and insufficient insurance coverage. 
Do not privatize. Mr. Pitzer. Please ask the hard questions. Do we need to spend money if we don’t need 
to? We have faith in you to ask the right questions. Privatizing the service would lead to increased fees, 
illegal dumping sites, council members yards might become new sites. I would never advocate that, but 
some people might. It’s cheaper to keep her. What would be the total rate increase to cover it all 
including pay, insurance with a low deductible and costs. We see why staff advocates a charge per item, 
but it will be onerous on the staff. 
 



 

The next speaker supports a budget that increases mental health funding in conjunction with law 
enforcement. There are a lot of situations where officers transport patients and sit with them for hours 
only to be turned away. We need compassionate unarmed people to be the first point of contact in 
some cases. We need better training for police on how to respond to what are really mental health 
situations. Sometimes it is responding with a peer. She referred to the murder of Daniel Crude. She feels 
that there was race involved in that and that with mental health intervention things could have turned 
out differently. Most law enforcement officers would probably prefer to not have to be the first 
responder in a mental health situation. It’s hard to switch between mental health and public safety. 
Support the funding for the beginning of this transition. 
 
The next speaker said that policing is not the only thing that impacts African Americans. Housing costs 
and utility rates also affect poor people, particularly summer water rates. These fall too heavily on 
poorer people. The rate was set below the recommended rate. Poor people don’t irrigate their yards, 
but they pay some part of the overall cost. If we did not have high summer water use, we would not 
need such a big water plant. In January, we should raise our rates to just over $9.00. We can do this in a 
revenue neutral situation by reducing some other categories of water rates. We should not subsidize 
irrigated lawns by the 1/3 of citizens who can least afford it. Set the tier 3 rate at the level 
recommended by the consultant. 
 
Another speaker spoke on behalf of the solid waste collection worker union. We have approved the 
majority of the suggested reforms. We agree with not having to pick up everything. Some people will 
take things to the landfill themselves. Taking these measures will reduce our waste stream. We can be 
more efficient. We are looking at deferring this until February. We may need to implement some of this 
now. If a collector is not working with another full time employee, they are not eligible for the bonus 
pay so we need to address that before we adopt this as a final rule, even though the idea is OK. We want 
to eliminate turnover. It may not be everything, but it is a good step forward. We also want to reject the 
amendment to eliminate HAS contributions so that workers have access to that additional insurance 
tool. 
 
The net speaker is a mechanic for the city and is speaking on their behalf. They are asking to leave the 
HSA policy as it is now. With COVID, it is the wrong time to change. We are asking for hazard pay. We 
are in the back of the trucks and the buses. We know that not the cleanest people can all ride the buses 
and as mechanics we get exposed. Also, we need to be able to keep up with new tools and technology. 
We want $200 more per year as an allotment. We buy some of our own tools and the new electric buses 
have new technology. We have to use shared carts. The mayor asked if this was brought up in 
negotiations and the speaker said he did not think so. 
 
Fowler asked why the employees buy any of there own tools. The city manager said they buy all the 
specialty tools, but mechanics carry a lot of their own stuff. He said the last time they evaluated that 
was about 10 years ago when they upped the allotment to $800 per year for tools. 
 
The next speaker spoke on behalf of the solid waste collection workers and the union. She suggested if 
you didn’t have yesterday off, you should join a union. They support bag limits, but the application of 
the extra pay is not constructed correctly, so most people won’t have the chance to receive the extra 
pay. That means that most workers will not feel valued. It costs more to hire temporary workers. This 
costs us more. We should use the money to provide $5.00 raises across the board. It is time the city 
compensates its workers fairly. We should also be rewarded for loyalty. We oppose the city proposal to 



 

slash HAS contributions during the pandemic. This is the wrong time to do this. We are talking about 
human lives. If this make you feel uncomfortable, investigate why. 
 
It is a tricky business to be standing here tonight. I am no dummy. You need to be able to not just speak 
for yourself and figure out what makes someone else tick and what ticks someone off. The issues we 
bring to the forefront yet the perception of the people on the dais is that they are not responsive to the 
people who are talking. Why not answer the people who come down here to talk tonight? Why not 
engage. It seems like you don’t want to talk and want to only discuss things when it is convenient for 
you. It gives the tinge of laziness. I know it does not help me with my perception of you when we come 
here to be heard and then not answered. You should be compelled to act and it is disheartening when 
you don’t even answer. It is hard to continue to want to be a part of the process. I will go to the 
stakeholder meetings and sit in the city manager’s office. We listen to all the reports from the 
commissions. It is tidy and buttoned up. But it is the can being kicked down the road. 
 
The last public speaker said he thought that Fowler was asking tough questions and that he thought we 
had obtained $1 million for each police officer. How much life insurance do we buy for each trash 
collector? The trash collectors get dirty. We need to look into that. What about airports? Having outside 
money forcing us to have local match money may not be fair. Why don’t we look at the health of 
workers? I worked at AB Chance for several years. Safety was a priority there. Trash collectors get the 
human side rather than just run a computer. Crunch the numbers. How much could you save if you had 
a health and safety director on board to have a workout before you start your job. Educate, educate, 
educate. All we hear from the city council is negative. We need better people. Should we turn to Job 
Point for training? Safety is a positive. The worker feels like holding his head up and being a man. 
 
Written comments included $20 million of the water expenditures for next year should be pushed off 
until 2022. 
 
 
B210-20 Adopting the FY 2021 Annual Budget for the City of Columbia. 
(Continued from the August 17, 2020 Council Meeting.) 
(NO VOTE WAS TAKEN ON ANY AMENDMENT OR BUDGET BILL TONIGHT. THE ENTIRE BUDGET WAS 
CONTINUED UNTIL SPETEMBER 21.) 
 
Amendment Sheet dated 9-3-20 
(Action: (SEE ATTACHED AMENDMENT SHEET WITH NOTES FOR DETAIL). 
 
B211-20 Amending Chapter 22 of the City Code to eliminate transportation fares in FY 2021 for users of 
the GoCOMO Public Transit System. 
(Continued from the August 17, 2020 Council Meeting.) 
(Action: Staff has prepared for Council consideration an ordinance amending Chapter 22-29 of the City 
Code to establish free transportation fares for users of the GoCOMO Public Transit System. GoCOMO 
receives an annual Federal Transit Administration (FTA) operating grant that is matched by local funds 
from the transportation sales tax (TST).  
 
Since GoCOMO reduced its operations down to six (6) fixed routes in 2020, it has been able to manage 
the expenses between the operating grant and the TST contribution, excluding the revenues for the 
fares. Since the March 2020 Emergency Declaration, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, GoCOMO has been 
operating fare free. During the 2021 budget preparation meetings, the City Manager was made aware of 

http://www.citywatchcolumbia.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Amendment-Sheet-dated-9-3-20-WITH-NOTES.pdf


 

GoCOMO’s ability to manage expenses with the current TST funding and operating grant and he is 
recommending a pilot project to continue fare free for the 2021 budget year. Therefore, staff is 
requesting Council authorize amending Chapter 22- 29 to establish free transportation fares to include: 
regular fares, half fares, semester passes, semester pass discounts, downtown employee discount fares, 
and paratransit fares. This is assuming that the current route configuration and frequency of buses 
remain the same. 
No vote was taken on this item. It will be continued until the final budget hearing on September 21, 
2020.) 
 

OLD BUSINESS 
B213-20 Authorizing the issuance of Sewerage System Refunding Revenue Bonds, Series 2020. 
(Action: An ordinance has been prepared authorizing the sale of principal Sewerage System Refunding 
Revenue Bonds, Series 2020 in an amount not to exceed $7,000,000. The issuance of the Sewerage 
System Refunding Revenue Bonds, Series 2020 will be used for a current refunding of the City’s 
Sewerage System Revenue Bonds, Series 2012, maturing in the years 2021 and thereafter in the 
aggregate principal amount of $6,680,000, to fund a debt service reserve fund for the Bonds, and to pay 
costs related to the issuance of the Bonds.  
 
Estimated savings from this refunding is $850,000. These savings can be used to fund operations, and 
could reduce the amount of future rate increases. 
 
A technical amendment was adopted to adjust the final rate. 
 
The Mayor asked if we could show how this helps keeps rates lower over time. The Finance Director said 
we could do that if we track it over 20 years and then it will look like real money. It always shows up in 
our reports. Pitzer noted that it equates to as much as $8,000 per year. 
With no further comment, the bill was adopted as technically amended by unanimous vote.) 
 

 
CONSENT AGENDA 

(All items approved unanimously as submitted.) 
B214-20 Approving the Final Plat of “The Vineyards, Plat No. 8” located west of Dumas Drive and at the 
western terminus of Stone Mountain Parkway; authorizing a performance contract (Case No. 33-2020). 
B215-20 Authorizing a right of use license permit with P1316, LLC for the construction, installation and 
maintenance of private trees and tree grates within portions of the future extension of Endeavor 
Avenue rights-of-way. 
B216-20 Accepting conveyances for sidewalk and street purposes. 
B217-20 Authorizing construction of the Stanford Drive PCCE #21 Sanitary Sewer Improvement Project; 
calling for bids through the Purchasing Division or authorizing a contract for the work using a term and 
supply contract. 
B218-20 Authorizing construction of the Quail Drive storm water improvement project; calling for bids 
through the Purchasing Division. 
B219-20 Authorizing a joint funding agreement for water resource investigations with the U.S. 
Geological Survey, United States Department of the Interior for groundwater monitoring of well sites in 
the vicinity of the McBaine wetland treatment units and the Eagle Bluffs Conservation Area. 
B220-20 Authorizing a professional engineering services agreement with Black & Veatch Corporation for 
the design of a new southeast pump station. 



 

B221-20 Authorizing a professional engineering services agreement with HDR Engineering, Inc. for 
design upgrades to the West Ash Pump Station. 
B222-20 Authorizing a memorandum of understanding with the Missouri Department of Health and 
Senior Services for the issuance of birth and death certificates and associated information technology 
activities. 
B223-20 Authorizing a program services contract with the Missouri Department of Health and Senior 
Services for the Healthy Families Missouri Home Visiting program. 
B224-20 Amending the FY 2020 Annual Budget by appropriating funds for the purchase of a uniform for 
an honor guard member and testing materials for the Fire Department's new recruit hiring process. 
B225-20 Amending the FY 2020 Annual Budget by appropriating grant funds received from the National 
League of Cities for climate action activities. 
B226-20 Authorizing Amendment No. 3 to the 2017 Master Services Agreement with N. Harris Computer 
Corporation, on behalf of its division Advanced Utility Systems, to implement changes to the budget 
billing payment plan calculation as part of the utility billing software. 
B227-20 Authorizing acceptance of a grant from the U.S. Department of Justice - Office of Justice 
Programs, Bureau of Justice Assistance to provide funding to the Police Department and Fire 
Department relating to the City of Columbia COVID-19 response; amending the FY 2020 Annual Budget 
by appropriating funds. 
B228-20 Authorizing an amendment to the memorandum of understanding with The Curators of the 
University of Missouri relating to primary response areas by law enforcement officers for property 
owned or leased by the University of Missouri together with certain roadways and intersections within 
and bordering the University of Missouri Campus. 
B229-20 Authorizing an amendment to the memorandum of understanding with The Curators of the 
University of Missouri relating to primary response by law enforcement officers for off-campus 
apartment buildings leased by the University of Missouri and staffed by University’s Residential Life 
Program. 
R101-20 Setting a public hearing: proposed Phase I construction of the Perche Creek Trail, from the MKT 
Trail to Gillespie Bridge Road, to include construction of a 10-foot wide concrete trail, a bridge over the 
Perche Creek and a small trailhead on the south side of Gillespie Bridge Road. 
R102-20 Setting a public hearing: proposed installation of backup cooling equipment on the roof of the 
City Hall Building for the Information Technology data center. 
R103-20 Setting a public hearing: voluntary annexation of property located on the south side of 
Bradbury Drive and east of Kipling Way (Case No. 161-2020). 
R104-20 Authorizing an agreement for professional services with Jim Whitt, LLC for development of a 
comprehensive program to assist disadvantaged business enterprises. 
R105-20 Authorizing an artist’s contract with Chris Morrey Studio LLC for the Columbia Regional Airport 
terminal building Percent for Art project. 
R106-20 Authorizing an artist’s contract with David Griggs LLC for the Columbia Regional Airport 
terminal building Percent for Art project. 
R107-20 Authorizing Supplemental Agreement No. 1 to the aviation project consultant agreement with 
Burns & McDonnell Engineering Company, Inc. for construction services relating to the design and 
construction of a new airport terminal at the Columbia Regional Airport. 
R108-20 Authorizing the public sale of Taxable Special Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020C. 
 

NEW BUSINESS 
(None.) 

 
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING 



 

(All items introduced as submitted.) 
B230-20 Authorizing the issuance of Taxable Special Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020C. 
B231-20* Amending Chapter 14 of the City Code to eliminate the safety helmet or headgear 
requirement for motorcycle operators or passengers as required by state law and modifying the agency 
responsible for establishing minimum protective standard specifications. 
B232-20 Amending Chapter 19 of the City Code as it relates to personnel policies, procedures, rules and 
regulations. 
 
B233-20 Amending Chapter 22 of the City Code as it relates to residential curbside refuse and recycling 
collection. 
[Intro & 1st Read/Mayor Memo]  
Council Memo – Proposed Changes 
 
B234-20 Adopting FY 2021 Classification and Pay Plans; establishing implementation dates of September 
20, 2020 and October 1, 2020; providing for salary adjustments for eligible employees. 
B235-20 Establishing plan year 2021 active employee medical premium rates, active employee and 
retiree dental premium rates, and non-Medicare medical rates for the City of Columbia; providing for 
payroll withholdings. 
B236-20 Rezoning property located on the northwest corner of the Green Meadows Road and Green 
Meadows Circle intersection from District R-1 (One-family Dwelling) to District PD (Planned 
Development); approving a statement of intent; approving “The Godfrey PD Plan”; granting a design 
adjustment relating to front entrance placement (Case No. 127-2020). 
B237-20** Rezoning property located on the north side of Texas Avenue and approximately 650 feet 
west of Providence Road (13, 103, 105 and 107 E. Texas Avenue) from District R-1 (One-family Dwelling) 
and District R-2 (Two-family Dwelling) to District M-OF (Mixed-use Office) (Case No. 
142-2020). 
B238-20* Granting design adjustments relating to the proposed Final Plat of Boone Electric Plat 2 
located on the west side of Range Line Street and north of Business Loop 70 (1413 Range Line Street) to 
allow an alternative location for utility easement dedication and a lot line to bisect an existing structure 
(i.e., parking lot) (Case No. 135-2020). 
B239-20* Approving the Final Plat of “Boone Electric Plat 2” located on the west side of Range Line 
Street and north of Business Loop 70 (1413 Range Line Street); authorizing a performance contract (Case 
No. 135-2020). 
B240-20* Approving the Final Plat of “Fyfer Place Plat 1” located on the southwest corner of the 
Broadway and Fyfer Place intersection; authorizing a performance contract (Case No. 144-2020). 
B241-20* Approving the Final Plat of “Deerfield Ridge Plat 2-A” located on the northwest corner of the 
Scott Boulevard and Route K intersection; authorizing a performance contract (Case No. 148-2020). 
B242-20* Authorizing a consolidated grant agreement with the Missouri Highways and Transportation 
Commission for FY 2021 transportation planning purposes (Case No. CATSO-000181-2020). 
 
B243-20* Authorizing an operating agreement with The Curators of the University of Missouri and Bird 
Rides, Inc. for implementation of a shared active transportation operation for small dockless electric 
vehicles. 
LINK TO MEMO EXPLAINING WHY THIS IS BEING INTRODUCED NOW 
 
B244-20* Authorizing a contract with Consolidated Public Water Supply District No. 1 of Boone County, 
Missouri relating to the relocation of a waterline along the north side of Route K as part of the Sinclair 
Road/Route K/Old Plank Road roundabout improvement project. 

http://gocolumbiamo.legistar.com/gateway.aspx?M=F&ID=79ae2610-37b8-4a41-8e20-52496cd08547.docx
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B245-20* Authorizing an agreement with Regional Economic Development Incorporated (REDI) for the 
lease of office space at 500 E. Walnut Street located in the Fifth Street and Walnut Street municipal 
parking facility. 
B246-20* Authorizing an economic development agreement with the Columbia Chamber of Commerce, 
Boone County, Missouri, The Curators of the University of Missouri and Regional Economic 
Development Incorporated (REDI). 
B247-20 Authorizing Phase I construction of the Perche Creek Trail, from the MKT Trail to Gillespie 
Bridge Road, to include construction of a 10-foot wide concrete trail, a bridge over the Perche Creek and 
a small trailhead on the south side of Gillespie Bridge Road; calling for bids through the Purchasing 
Division for a portion of the project; authorizing an agreement for professional engineering services with 
Crocket Engineering Consultants, LLC for design of the trail project. 
B248-20 Authorizing installation of backup cooling equipment on the roof of the City Hall Building for 
the Information Technology data center; calling for bids through the Purchasing Division. 
B249-20* Authorizing a non-federal reimbursable agreement with the Federal Aviation Administration 
for a commissioned flight inspection of the Runway End Identifier Lights System (REILS) on Runway 2-20 
at the Columbia Regional Airport. 
B250-20* Amending the FY 2020 Annual Budget by appropriating funds for airport operations and 
annual transit projects back to transportation sales tax fund balance for future allocation for 
transportation projects; appropriating capital project funds identified for the Battle Park Phase I project 
and Chapel Hill Connector - Perche Creek Trail project back to parks sales tax fund balance for future 
allocation for parks projects. 
B251-20* Accepting conveyances for drainage and sewer purposes; accepting Stormwater 
Management/BMP Facilities Covenants. 
B252-20* Accepting conveyances for utility and temporary construction purposes. 

 
REPORTS 

REP49-20 Amendment to the FY 2020 Annual Budget - Intra-Departmental Transfer of Funds. 
(Action: No action required.) 

 
GENERAL COMMENTS BY PUBLIC, COUNCIL AND STAFF 

Public 
One member of the public spoke on COVID-19. He said there is a connection between injections you 
have chosen freely like the flu shots and the coronavirus. It may have messed with your immune system 
and it might make you more susceptible to the coronavirus. He will not get a flu shot and wants people 
to know about this potential danger. 
 
There was a written comment asking the council not to tear down either good or bad old monuments. It 
is a part of history and should be preserved. 
 
Council 
Thomas as for staff to draw up an ordinance to restrict police from using choke holds. He thinks we 
need to vote on this. It is a lethal tactic and there are other ways to go about this. The Mayor asked 
when listening tours would end. The city manager said they will have a report by the second meeting in 
October. The Mayor asked if we could bring this forward along with other things that come from those 
meetings. Thomas said he does not want to get off too long. If you can define a specific time frame, does 
that mean we will discuss that then? The city manager said they will go ahead and draw up the 
ordinance and then you will have it if you want to move forward. 
 



 

Fowler asked if we were going to create a revenue task force? Have we enabled that? The Mayor said he 
thought we were supposed to do that but could not remember exactly. Skala thought it was supposed to 
be the subject of a pre-council meeting. The city manager said it was supposed to come forward at the 
pre-council meeting at the second meeting in October and will include when we plan to put other 
revenue issues on ballots. Fowler also asked for a report on establishing a hybrid board and commission 
system during pandemic conditions and how staffing, costs and responsibilities would work. The mayor 
said it should also include training on how commissions can work in an online setting. It is a different 
dynamic. Plus, some boards and commissions have actual statutory requirements that must be met. 
 
Skala said he is for the idea of add-pay for solid waste workers and wants to explore the idea of 
awarding pay to drivers as well. The city manager said they can cost it out and figure out what is 
affordable. Skala also wanted to push back on flu vaccinations. An earlier speaker brought this up and he 
thinks this is not responsible to spread this idea unless it is based on medical expertise. I don’t think anti-
vaccination discussions are productive. 
 
The Mayor announced that there was an additional written comment about water bonds that indicated 
that debt service continues to go up each year and that should be noted for the record. 
 
Staff 
(None.) 

ADJOURNMENT  
(Time: 10:51 PM.) 
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